HW 3 Grading Guidelines

Total Points: 10

You may not use any special tools to create your pages. Graders will view the source code and verify that you wrote the HTML and CSS directly.

1. **Hyperlinks – 2 points:** There are five (5) links/buttons. Students should implement the links by having them all point to a single web page (page2.html) at your site. The single web page should be divided into five portions, each separated by a horizontal rule or white space. Each target anchor should be labelled accordingly.

2. **Layout – 3 points:** All components (text, font, borders) were properly placed.

3. **Font style, size and color – 2 points:** if there is no big difference from the PNG image, you get 1 point for each component.
   The grader will load your page using the Firefox browser and set the page to the same size as the PNG image in the assignment’s description.

4. **CSS – 3 points:** Layout uses CSS to imitate page as closely as possible.

**IMPORTANT**
- Using “Frames” and/or images will result in a 5-point penalty.
- You must avoid displaying the USC disclaimer in your pages. Otherwise this will result in a 1-point penalty.
- These grading guidelines are provided for your guidance. If any issue is not explicitly covered, you may discuss it on Piazza.